
The Real Sun
ART HEALING   SOCIAL JUSTICE  EDUCATION

TheRealSun

On The Horizon Tour

Educator’s Kit
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The Tour

Workshops

an innovative approach in art-infused education 
developed through a set of best practices distilled over 8 

years of experience in engaging learners in exploring 
issues related to identity and social justice, connecting 

with your true Inner Purpose 
through music and poetry. 

On the Horizon Tour
is crafted into two main elements

 Musical Keynotes and workshops

Musical Keynotes
A school-wide assembly with 

a live musical performance 
of the songs on Horizon 

by The Real Sun with a live band, 
combined with a Keynote Address blended into 

the performance on topics related to 
social justice and Healing.

Topics Include: 
Self-Love  .  Identity  .  Bullying  .  Racism

Gender-Based Violence 
Power, Privilege & Oppression

Equity & Inclusivity
Self-Empowerment

connecting with your Inner Purpose 
& more

the Musical Keynote is  followed by a series of workshops 
that centre in on using the art form of spoken-word 
poetry to engage students in an exploration on the 
topics of Identity and Social Justice Issues. From 
the Personal to the Political, and back. The workshops will 
guide learners in how to write their own Spoken Word 
Poems. This process, will lead learners into spaces of deep 
self-reflection, exercise their critical thinking 

skills, as well as encourage students’ individual 
creative expression, providing 

a forum for their voices to be heard, promoting 
equity and inclusivity within the classroom. 

 
Best suited for the following subjects:
English, Drama, Social Sciences, History,
 Anthropology Sociology Psychology.

The Real Sun partners with classroom teachers to deliver 
lessons that meet education ministry guidelines.

On The Horizon Tour
one part Art, one part Education 

rooted in Healing and Social Justice. 
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The Real Sun is an Artist, Educator, Community Builder, 
and Healer-in-Training with a creative spirit 

and the soul of a Revolutionary.

As an educator The Real Sun teaches in community settings as well as in 
schools, and has taught youth from a wide spectrum of ages, races, and socio-
economic backgrounds for the past 8 years.  From community centers in Jane-Finch 
 to private schools in downtown Toronto to Cairo, Egypt, and providing Professional
 Development  Training for Artist Educators and Teachers in the public school
 system, The Real Sun’s approach in the classroom is centered around inclusivity,
 openness, and honesty. By centering on issues related to social justice, The Real Sun
 encourages learners to explore and honour their own truths, and give voice to
 untold stories, through art, poetry,  music, and the creative process. The Real Sun
 has delivered workshops and keynote addresses at several conferences centered on
 youth leadership and empowerment. She has also worked as an Artist Educator with
 several organizations such as Lost Lyrics, The Royal Conservatory of Music, Arts for
 Children and Youth, Canadian Opera Company, Soulpepper Theatre, Toronto District
 School Board, Limestone District School Board and many more

As a Healer-in-Training The Real Sun believes that healing is a key 
element in creating positive social change, and one that is not often prioritized 
enough in our day to day lives, in the community or in our educational system.  One 
of her passions is infusing healing techniques into her artistic and educational work, 
with the understanding that the movements we build for the future cannot be 
healthy if the people who are building the movements are not healthy.  The Real 
Sun is a certified Reiki Practitioner trained under Vivian Osal, and is currently study-
ing at the Integral Healing Centre of Toronto in the disciplines of Psychotherapy, 
Bio-Energetics, and Energy Healing.

As a Community Builder The Real Sun is actively engaged in organizing 
or participates as a member in many community grassroots initiatives and move-
ments, such as Nomanzland, West-Side Arts Hub, LIFE Movement, BeLovEd, Jane-
Finch Action Against Poverty, and Connect the Dots Coalition. 

The Real Sun holds a BA Honours in International Development Studies, and above 
all, The Real Sun is dedicated to spreading radiant energies of the heart to help bring 
balance and empower positive changes though Art, Healing, Education and Social 
Justice.

The Real Sun, channels her passion, drive, talent, and purpose in life into Art, 
Healing, Social Justice, and Education.  These four things are the pillars and founda-
tion of everything The Real Sun does, is, and creates.

Social Justice is at the core of The Real Sun’s approach to Art, Education and Heal-
ing. She views each one of these elements as necessary components for creating 
positive and sustainable social change.

The Real Sun was originally born in Anyang, Korea, and is now a proud resident of 
Jane-Finch, Toronto, by way of Peterborough and Kingston (Canada).

As an artist The Real Sun channels deep expressions of her soul through vari-
ous artistic mediums including Singing/Songwriting (Acoustic Soul), Spoken Word 
Poetry, Rap, Theatre, as well as Visual Arts. Though the artistic mediums may vary, 
the contents of The Real Sun’s creations all have one thing in common, they are 
messages molded with consciousness, awareness, and purpose, rooted in energies 
of the heart and spirit. The Real Sun has performed on stages across Ontario, the 
US, Korea, Japan, Singapore, Peru, and Egypt. 

The Real Sun released “Horizon” her sophomore album in January 2014, which 
chronicles her journey of healing through an intimate sound, Acoustic Soul with a 
blend of Spoken Word. She released her first album titled “RISE” in 2008, a Hip-
Hop/Rap album that gave voice to a time in The Real Sun’s political awakening

The Real Sun’s work has recently been published in two collaborative books. Rat-
tling the Stage: A Collection of Canadian Monolgues, Spoken Word, and Short 
Plays and Rhymes to Re-education: A Hip Hop Curriculum Resource Guide 
for Educators with Social Justice Activities.
 
The Real Sun is also a part of Nomanzland, a Jane-Finch based Theatre Collective 
that brings to life stories of oppressed people in our local communities and around 
the world.
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The Album
TheRealSun

“The Real Sun’s new album Horizon is taking Toronto by 
storm. The Real Sun’s music has a mix of India Arie’s 
acoustic soul and Jill Scotts jazzy flavour. Her single 

“Walk Away” is spiritual healing. If you want music that 
touches your soul and inspires you, then be sure to 

check out “Horizon”.”
 Casandra London,  

CHRY 105.5 FM Host & News Reporter

“As a gifted vocalist and musician, The Real Sun’s 
musical talents shine through on Horizon, her latest 
CD. Her emotionally charged lyrics are underscored 

by equally powerful and moving music that will 
leave audiences feeling lifted and empowered.” 

Allyson Adley, 
Art Gallery of York University

HORIZON was a labour of love. 
It was created in the womb of a process of deep healing for 

The Real Sun

Recorded at the Palisades Media Arts Academy (PMAA) in Jane-
Finch, Toronto, Canada Horizon is a testament of strength, courage, and 
 resilience in the face of hardship and struggle.  A journey towards  finding 

"Self-Love�

A unique blend of Acoustic Soul and Spoken Word, 
Horizon is The Real Sun’s Sophomore Album. Entirely self-composed, The 
Real Sun sings her lyrics with a deep resonance from the heart, as she 
accompanies herself on the Piano and Guitar, backed by a soulful 
Bass played by Heavy Steve and capitavating rhythms of the Cajon 

and other percussion instruments by Ruben ‘Beny’ Esguerra.

~~~“

”
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AccoladesResearch
“Existing brain research 
suggests that experiences in 

the arts – particularly 
extended musical experi-
ences – contribute to 
a fully functioning 

brain and body.” 
- Arts Education for the 

Development of the Whole 
Child

Dr Rena Upitis

1999 survey 20,000 students and 
their parents, teachers, and 

principals took part in the Royal 
Conservatory’s (RCM) Learning 

Through the Arts (LTTA) research 

The Real Sun is an LTTA educator 
and is a mentor artist educator 

trained at the RCM

Nearly all parents (90%) 
reported that the arts 

motivated their children 
to learn 

In all of the LTTA research, the 
vast majority of principals have 

expressed the belief that the arts 
are either extremely important 
or essential to the education of 

children and youth. 

Teachers participating in the 
LTTA program consistently 

express the belief that using 
the arts to teach non-
arts subjects enlivens 
 and deepens learning,

 reflects real-life 
experiences, and suits a 
wide variety of student 

learning styles.

A comprehensive American 
study, tracking 25,000 

middle school students over 
a ten-year period, indicates 
that for all students – but 

particularly for those in the 
lower socio-economic group

academic perfor-
mance, attitudes, and 

behaviour are all 
positively correlated 

with high arts 
involvement

70.9% of students with high 
arts engagement scored in 

the top two quartiles in 
reading, compared to 46.3% 

of the students with low 
arts engagement 

(Catterall, Chapleau, & 
Iwanaga, 1999)

Chronicles of the Outspoken received Ontario Association of Art 
Galleries, Education Award - The Real Sun was a key organizer for 
this program in partnership with Art Gallery of York University, Noman-
zland, SBL (2013)

Co-authored a Lesson Plan titled on “Expression or Marketing?” about the 
commercialization of Hip-Hop culture published in the book: ‘Rhymes to 
Re-education: A Hip Hop Curriculum Resource Guide for 
Educators with Social Justice Activities.’  (2013)

Published Poem titled “Letter to Father” in ‘Rattling the Stage: A 
Collection of Canadian Monologues, Spoken Word, and 
Short Plays’ – McGraw-Hill Ryerson – an Anthology created as an edu-
cational tool for Drama and English teachers in Canada. (2012)

Official Canadian Delegate for Ship for World Youth, a project 
of the Cabinet Office of the Government of Japan for the purposes of build-
ing international cooperation among young leaders around the world. (2012)

Nomanzland Received City of Toronto INI Award – Building 
Through the Arts Award (Sun is a co-founder and active member of 
Nomanzland at time of award) - (2012)

BeLovEd Received City of Toronto INI Award – Sexual Health 
Awareness Award (Sun is a co-founder and active member of Beloved at 
time of award) - (2012)

Millennium Excellence Award – Scholarship for young leaders of the 
Millennium (2006)

York University Scholarship - for Undergraduate studies in Interna-
tional Development (2004) 
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Testimonials.

“Her holistic approach to learning stands out, as she always ensures that 
every voice in the room is heard. I believe it is so important for young 

people to be exposed to artists like her - artists who are working hard to 
ensure their work makes a positive difference in the world. Focused, 

independent, driven, The Real Sun teaches young people that nothing can 
come in the way of their dreams if they work hard... “Horizon” is a land-

mark body of work with many powerful messages.”
Ankita Kumar-Ratta, High School Program Manager 

Canadian Stage Theatre Company

“Over the past 6 years, seeing The Real Sun work in a variety of contexts 
and with a broad range of youth, I am confident saying that her work is 
not simply unique in its approach and its power, but important for the 
incredible moving and positive change it brings to students lives and 
sense of themselves. After my 10 years as a classroom teacher, and 10 

years before that doing popular and experimental education with youth 
with complex needs, I can honestly say that Sun’s work is some of the 

most powerfully transformative I’ve seen.”
James Campbell, Teacher, University of Toronto Schools

“The Real Sun’s music and poetry is incredibly inspiring and thought 
provoking. Her positive message and method of delivery is powerful. She 
has a way of filling up a room with energy. I believe that her talent is one 
that should be nurtured and supported. She has much potential and is a 
very professional artist. She is responsible, takes initiative and always 

follows through on her commitments. Overall, sun is a very passionate, 
strong leader and a positive artist and role model for young people.”

Shahina Sayani, Director, ArtReach Toronto

“Her performances of songs and spoken word poetry rang with a tone of 
pain and hardship from her life, and the difficulties she had to overcome 

with her family and personal experiences, yet were filled with inspiration...
 What she stood the tallest for was being your own self. Not con-

forming the world around you, or doing something strictly because it’s 
what you were told is best. She believes that every human is their own 
person, and how they choose to live their lives is left up to them… Her 

words resonated through everyone’s ears, and though never once did she 
shout or scream, her message couldn’t have been any louder. Peace, love 

and originality among people.”
Camren R. Cole-Balfour, Student, 
Limestone District School Board

“This unit helped us to gain a deeper understanding of ourselves, 
and how to relate it to the bigger picture – which is an impor-

tant aspect of being a socially responsible global citizen.”

“The best part was the fact that I could explore the parts of me 
and my history that I would otherwise would never have had 

the strength or courage to explore.”

“I think it helped me to realize an aspect of my personality that I 
never knew about and it helped me cherish that part of myself.”

“I can see things in a new light and no longer try to deny the 
problems in the world.” 

University Of Toronto Schools Students, 
Anonymous Evaluation Feedback

after an 8 session Unit with The Real Sun

“The Real Sun has the rare ability to inspire students through her own 
performances and then creatively and confidently guide them as they 

successfully write their own spoken word pieces. Her strong approach to 
leading a spoken word workshop builds an inspiring environment for learn-
ers to bring themselves and their stories to the creative and collaborative 

process.”
John Scully, LTTA Youth Empowerment 

Program Coordinator, The Royal Conservatory of Music
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TheRealSun Links & Media

Live Interview on CHRY 105.5FM (Stream online)
https://soundcloud.com/therealsun/interview-with-cassandra

The Body Narratives Blog Feature
http://www.thebodynarratives.com/song-walk-away-a-narrative-

of-self-love-and-the/

“Walk Away” latest music video from The Real Sun
http://youtu.be/xVavzeX0xw0

Contact

The Real Sun’s Manager
Cintya Aragon 

can be reached at

Bookings@TheRealSun.com
+1 (416) 894-8976
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